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Stretcher SL ensures safety and comfort to the patients and easy adjustments and 

manageability to the medical personnel.

It features a 8 cm thick mattress ensuring perfect patient comfort. It is upholstered in black 
antistatic PU material resistant to blood, urine, fat and disinfectants. The welded and taped 
seams contribute greatly to ensuring high hygiene standards as they prevent penetration of 

liquids. 

Hydraulic height adjustment allows a wide adjustment range between 57 cm and 104 cm. 
It provides a very low access position for patients and comfortable height for the personnel 

during transport or treatment. 

The sturdy base protected by the completely smooth ABS plastic cover and standard 250 kg 
weight capacity ensure the patient transport trolley’s perfect satbility.

Patient safety is guaranteed by a pair of firm and sturdy safety rails (Patent Pending) and a 

possibility of adjustment in Trendelenburg position in case of emergency.

Due to big castors with central locking system enabling castors to move freely, in one 

direction or to be locked, the patient transport trolley is easy to maneuver along the hospital 

corridors. It features dual height push handles at the head section and an additional pair of 

handles at the leg section. To prevent damage in case of accidental bumping, rubber bumpers 

are at all four corners.
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… a patient transport trolley distinguished by 

simple and functional design

STRETCHER SL

Easy positioning
- easy manual adjustment due to 

gas springs

- adjustable head section allowing 

half-seated position

- adjustable leg section allowing 

Tredelenburg position

Height adjustment
- hydraulic by a pedal

- between 57 cm and 104 cm

- very low access position

Push handles
- foldable, dual height 

handles at head section

- fixed height handles at leg 

section

Safety rails
- foldable

- firm and sturdy 

(Patent Pending)

Table base
- protected by completely 

 smooth ABS plastic cover 

- standard 250 kg weight capacity

- big antistatic castors with central locking 

system enabling castors to move freely, in one 

direction or to be locked 

Mattress 
- 8 cm thick padding with memory foam for 

perfect comfort

- upholstered in black antistatic PU material 

resistant to blood, urine, fat and disinfectant

- welded and taped seams to prevent 

penetration of liquids

Bumpers
- on all four corners

standard     optional 

Equipment and accessories

ST
RS

L-
65

durable antistatic sealed upholstery (8 cm) 

paper roll holder under head section NZP2-SL

fixation rails at lying, head or leg section

infusion stand - SIF-X

oxygen bottle holder - O2-X (45 cm)

oxygen bottle holder - O2-XL (55 cm)

antistatic castors with central locking system (Ø 150 mm)

standard weight capacity 250 kg 


